
Digital marketing content  
is the key to driving sales 



The growing importance of 
digital marketing content

Content creation challenges
Creating regular, high quality 
content is difficult for many cyber 
security vendors. Some of the  
most common challenges include:

 Subject matter experts aren’t 
returning emails – they’re too  
busy and don’t see it as a priority.

 Experts don’t have the 
communication skills to 
translate technical expertise into 
accessible language for business 
decision makers.

 Outsourced marketing partners 
lack essential cyber security 
knowledge. They take too long 
to get up to speed, are prone 
to making mistakes or missing 
the tone and focus and lack the 
industry knowledge to produce 
credible copy.
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For

3 in 5,
thought leadership
increases respect,

trust and perception
of an organisation’s

capabilities*

84%
would be more likely

to work with an

organisation
that publishes
thought leadership

over one
that doesn’t*

?

* From a survey of 200 Security decision makers on their use of thought leadership content.
Download a free copy of Code Red ‘Think you know thought leadership?’ eBook here

With physical events and meetings off the table for the foreseeable  
future, digital marketing has never been more important for  
reaching prospective clients. 
Cyber security vendors need to have a regular supply of fresh,  
high-quality content for sales and marketing activity.

https://eclat.co.uk
https://www.coderedsecuritypr.com/thought-leadership-ebook/
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Case 
studies

eBooks and 
white papers

Thought leadership 
bylines and blogs

Product 
sheets

Infographics

Web 
copy

Email
campaigns

Videos

Podcasts

Social media 
account management

Targeted social 
selling

£

How éclat Marketing  
can help you
With more than 20 years in cyber security marketing and PR, éclat Marketing  
knows the industry inside out. We know the language, the trends, the priorities.  
We know how to reach CISOs and other key IT security decision makers.
We have the specialist expertise to turn your technical knowledge into concise,  
clear copy that will resonate with your target audience.

Our capabilities include:

https://eclat.co.uk
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But don’t just take  
our word for it

éclat was responsible for delivering a  
wide range of marketing material for a major  
campaign on cyber skills. They captured our  

messaging and tone across content including  
an eBook, flyer, blogs and email shots. A social  

selling campaign with one of our senior  
executives also delivered a huge boost in  

engagement with prospects.

Pritesh Pancholi
Marketing and Communications Manager EMEA,

Raytheon Professional Services

“
“

éclat has worked on several key pieces of  
content for us including a case story and  

sector-specific marketing material as part of  
a wider campaign. Our sales team has  

already seen a significant improvement on 
prospect engagement using the new content.

Heather Pearse
Senior Marketing Manager, F-Secure

“
“

https://eclat.co.uk
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Are you ready to start your career in cyber security?

www.rpslearning.co.uk

01302 837078

cyber-apprenticeship@raytheon.com

Start your journey now:
If youʼre ready to start your journey as a cyber security 
apprentice, get in touch with our team now. Youʼll need to 
have completed the equivalent to A-levels or a Level 3 
Apprenticeship in computing, software or a similar field. 

The threat from hackers and cyber criminals is growing and we need innovative and talented 
individuals like you to help thwart their attacks. A Raytheon Cyber Security Apprenticeship will give 
you the skills and experience you need to launch a career as a qualified cyber security practitioner. 

Become qualified as a Level 4 Cyber Security 
practitioner at the end of your two-year course.

Choose your path:

Providing a wide variety of skills and 
experiences, ideal for strategic and future 
leadership roles, such as Cyber Operations 
Manager and Intelligence Researcher.

Cyber Security Technologist

Practical skills to join the frontline fight against 
cyber criminals, developing towards roles such 
as Intrusion Analyst and Incident Response 
Centre (IRC) Analyst.

Cyber Intrusion Analyst

Raytheon offers two distinct courses to help you shape your career:

Join a companyʼs cyber security team and 
start getting hands-on practical experience.

Work a full five-day week and be paid an 
apprentice salary.

Complete coursework and assessments to 
test your knowledge and skills against real 
business-related problems.

As a Raytheon Cyber Security Apprentice, you will:

https://eclat.co.uk
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Find out how we  
can help you
Are you struggling to realign and re-energize your  
digital marketing strategy to adapt to changing  
marketing conditions? 
Get in touch with our team today and find out how we  
can help you boost lead generation with high-quality  
content for your sales and marketing activity.

Contact us today on
+44 1276 48600

Or email us at
info@eclat.co.uk

https://eclat.co.uk

